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The Anatomy of a BAD Police Shooting in Tempe, Arizona
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by Kevin Dunn. Written and posted on February 01, 2019
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This article is about the fatal shooting of a 14 year old boy by the Tempe, Arizona Police

**********

Dept that occurred on January 15, 2019. As the title suggests, this was a bad police
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shooting from the very moment that Tempe Officer Joseph Jaen arrived on the scene and
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I'm going to show you exactly how and why.
I'm going to start with the police audio of this event.
Tempe PD released radio traffic of Arce officer-involved shooting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxqbibcY2C4#
or

http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/tempe-pd-released-radio-trafficof-arce-officer-involved-shootingmp4-109051
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ABC15 Arizona
Published on Jan 18, 2019
**VIEWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED**
The radio traffic has been released of the officer-involved shooting in Tempe that left a 14year-old burglary suspect dead.
Police say the burglary suspect shot and killed by an officer Tuesday afternoon was a 14year-old boy, Antonio Arce, with a replica airsoft gun.
According to police, just before 2:40 p.m., officers responded to an alley for a report of a
suspicious vehicle.
Police say as the responding officer arrived at the scene, he observed someone who was in
the process of burglarizing the vehicle.
As the officer made contact with the teen, he exited the car on the passenger side and
fled on foot holding a gun, which was later determined to be a replica model airsoft gun.
The officer chased the boy and gave verbal commands.
During this time, police say the officer "perceived a threat" and fired his gun, striking the boy.
The Tempe police chief said Friday in a news conference that the teen was shot in the
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Just to be clear, the scapula is located in the upper back. The officer shot the 14 year old in
the back as he was running AWAY from the officer.
The key points in that police audio:
1. At the 0:13 mark, the dispatcher says that there are TWO subjects who appear to be
looting a vehicle.
2. At the 0:31 mark, Officer Jaen (call sign 2 Paul 61) is loudly calling in "998, 998. shots
fired, shots fired."
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3. At the 0:53 mark, Officer Jaen says "ONE more subject in the alley way"
4. At the 0:56 mark, Officer Jaen is yelling "arms up. Let me see your hands"
5. At the 0:59 mark, Officer Jaen is loudly calling in "ONE subject down. ONE subject
down"
6. At the 1:12 mark, Officer Jaen is breaking out, but he says "subject down the alley by the
truck"
7. At the 1:28 mark, Officer Jaen is breaking out, but he says "shot at least ONE"
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8. At the 1:42 mark, Officer Jaen says "the vehicle still in the alley with ONE SUBJECT IN
IT"
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**** The timeframe in this police audio is totally off. When you watch the next video of the
police body cam video, it's MUCH longer than the audio. WHY is the audio so short? What
has been removed from the audio? Why has it been removed? Who removed it?****

Tempe PD released body camera of Arce officer-involved shooting
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OgMfoj32Vcc#
or

http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/tempe-pd-released-body-cameraof-arce-officer-involved-shootingmp4-109052
ABC15 Arizona
Published on Jan 18, 2019
**VIEWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED**
Bodycam footage has been released of the officer-involved shooting in Tempe that left a 14year-old burglary suspect dead.
Police say the burglary suspect shot and killed by an officer Tuesday afternoon was a 14-
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year-old boy, Antonio Arce, with a replica airsoft gun.
According to police, just before 2:40 p.m., officers responded to an alley for a report of a
suspicious vehicle.
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Police say as the responding officer arrived at the scene, he observed someone who was in
the process of burglarizing the vehicle.
As the officer made contact with the teen, he exited the car on the passenger side and
fled on foot holding a gun, which was later determined to be a replica model airsoft gun.
The officer chased the boy and gave verbal commands.
During this time, police say the officer "perceived a threat" and fired his gun, striking the
boy.
The Tempe police chief said Friday in a news conference that the teen was shot in the
scapula.
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The key points in the police body cam video:
1. We see Officer Jaen driving in the alley for 29 seconds until he stops and puts the police
vehicle in park. There is NO audio up to this point, BUT the police audio tape has Officer
Jaen loudly calling in "998, 998. shots fired, shots fired" 9 seconds AFTER he is
dispatched to this event. Why was the audio missing for 29 seconds?
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2. When Officer Jaen opens his driver door to get out, THEN the audio begins. We DON'T
hear Officer Jaen say anything from the time he exits the police vehicle until the 1:09 mark
when he says "Hey" as someone is stepping out of the suspect vehicle's passenger door.
Officer Jaen ALREADY has his handgun in both of his hands in front of him in the READY
position and he is prepared to shoot.
3. At the 1:13 mark, Officer Jaen comes out from behind the trash bin where he was
concealing himself and begins moving forward towards the suspect vehicle on the driver
side while yelling "let me see your hands". At that same moment, there is A SOUND THAT
SOUNDS LIKE A MUFFLED SINGLE SHOT being fired by Officer Jaen at an ALREADY
FLEEING SUSPECT who is running AWAY from Officer Jaen. I don't know what that sound
is and nobody from the police or the "news" media has mentioned it. I'm NOT saying that
sound is a muffled gunshot, but I find it curious. If I was running this investigation, I would
KNOW what caused that sound.
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The camera doesn't give us a very good picture, but based on the fence posts, assuming
they are 8 feet apart (maybe more like 12 feet apart), the fleeing person is already over 100
feet from Officer Jaen and he is not showing any signs of slowing down. The suspect was
steadily running AWAY from Officer Jaen, NEVER threatening Officer Jaen.
4. At the 1:17 mark, Officer Jaen has now reached the rear of the suspect vehicle's driver
side, where he stops and takes the time to fire 2 WELL AIMED shots at the fleeing suspect,
and that is a STRONG indication that he did NOT feel threatened by the fleeing
suspect when those shots were fired.

The body cam video ends before Officer reaches the end of the alley. We never see where
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the fleeing suspect is reported to have collapsed on the ground.

Now I want to show you the FIRST video "news" report that I saw about this shooting.
Surprisingly, I saw this on CBS National news before I saw it in Arizona, which tells me that
Satan's New World Order wanted to get out in FRONT of things in their attempt to diminish
the public outrage that this shooting deserves.

Tempe police: Suspect fatally shot by officer was 14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7lT_TNKAklI#
or

http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/tempe-police-suspect-fatally-shotby-officer-was-14mp4-109053
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Published on Jan 17, 2019
"Police in Tempe say a burglary suspect who was fatally shot by an officer was a 14-year-old
boy and wasn't in possession of a real handgun, but an airsoft gun. The name of the teen
and the officer involved in the shooting weren't immediately released"

The very first thing that we see and hear is a "retired police sergeant" saying "you are
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damned if you do and you're damned if you don't in this kind of situation"
Those are the words of an Apologist - defined as "a person who offers an argument in
defense of something controversial"
Controversial indeed!

This shooting is BAD. Satan's New World Order is sending in a soft spoken man (retired
police sergeant), someone who "has been there and done that" to justify what NEVER
should have happened. I will show you that very thing in a moment, assuming that you
DON'T ALREADY know that this shooting is COLD BLOODED MURDER.

At the 0:36 mark, we have the female reporter telling us that the suspect "wasn't listening to
COMMANDS"
Brainwashing is running DEEP in this "news" report. The POLICE have been IMPROPERLY
TRAINED to think that they can COMMAND people, which INEVITABLY leads these
BRAINWASHED cops into thinking that they have a RIGHT to MURDER people for failing to

Here is an Example of
How Brainwashing
Works

obey them.

The Anatomy of a BAD
Police Shooting in
Tempe, Arizona

that you MUST OBEY the COMMANDS of Satan's New World Order SOLDIERS. If you

This New World Order "news" reporter is reinforcing that LIE. Her JOB is to CON_vince you
don't immediately obey, prepare to be shot by them.
Who else COMMANDS you in this world?
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Nobody COMMANDS you except for Satan's New World Order.
You can WALK AWAY from anyone, at any time, EXCEPT from Satan's New World Order
SOLDIERS, who are wearing police uniforms / or carrying GOVERNMENT credentials
to deceive you. The ENTIRE USA government is the 2nd beast of Revelation 13, as I have
repeatedly told you and shown in previous articles, and it will dominate the ENTIRE world
for the coming antichrist. You REALLY do want to read Kiss Your Illusions Goodbye and
every article after it. There should be NO doubt in your mind about what is happening after
you read those articles.
At the 0:38 mark, the female reporter is PARROTING what the Tempe Police Dept SAID.
"They say the officer FELT threatened AT SOME POINT and shot at the suspect, killing
him."
At the 0:48 mark, the apologist (retired police sergeant) says "this is a situation that
unfortunately the officer is going to have to live with forever. They're going to carry
some issues with them, NOW that they know it wasn't an actual firearm. However,
they're doing EXACTLY what they're supposed to do by policy, procedure and their
TRAINING with the police department."
Let that comment sink in. Take your time. Don't rush it. Here it is again.
"However, they're doing EXACTLY what they're supposed to do by policy, procedure
and their TRAINING with the police department."
Even this apologist (retired police sergeant) is telling you what I have been repeatedly telling
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you.
It's the police training! It's ALWAYS the police training.
Even though this retired police sergeant was CHOSEN to be interviewed by Satan's New
World Order "news" media, he is STILL telling you that the police have been
INTENTIONALLY TRAINED to do what this Tempe police officer did. NO PEACE OFFICER
would have shot that fleeing person, BUT a law enFORCEment officer did shoot him.
Since this incident happened in Arizona, I will show you this.
Welcome to the Arizona Peace Officer Standards and Training Board.
https://post.az.gov/
"Created by an act of the 28th Arizona legislature on July 1, 1968 The Arizona Peace
Officer Standards and Training Board stands to foster public trust and confidence by
establishing and maintaining standards of integrity, competence, and professionalism for
Arizona peace officers and correctional officers. We are committed to producing and
maintaining the most professional law enforcement officers in America."
In 2 sentences, they went from telling you that they are a "Standards and Training Board" for
Arizona Peace Officers
to telling you that they are REALLY about law enforcement officers.
The old west has a tradition of having PEACE OFFICERS and this "Standards and Training
Board" is doing a complete switcheroo right in front of you. It's called "the Arizona Peace
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Officer Standards and Training Board" because Arizona has a tradition of having PEACE
OFFICERS, not "law enforcement officers".
This comment is telling. "stands to foster public trust and confidence".
Think about it. Take your time.
Is that comment the same thing as BEING trustworthy?
I trusted my former employer, the Arizona Highway Patrol, when they told EVERY police
officer in the State of Arizona that Timothy McVeigh bombed the OK City federal building in
1995. The Arizona Highway Patrol LIED to EVERY police officer about that event, and so
did EVERY police chief and EVERY sheriff. I showed you that very thing in Arizona is "Dog
Training" Drivers

"Fostering public trust and confidence" is NOT the same as BEING trustworthy.

So back to the video. At the the 1:17 mark, the apologist tells us "it's IMPOSSIBLE to
TRAIN someone to know the difference between a real weapon and fake weapon."
That was a FAKE argument, designed to deceive the masses. The REAL questions are:
1. Is it impossible to train someone to see if a person is running away from them?
2. Is it impossible to train someone that people who are running away from them DON'T
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pose an IMMEDIATE threat?

Arizona has "laws" that allow people to carry concealed guns on their person and in their
vehicles. MANY people carry guns with them and I have stopped MANY of them over the
years. It is common for police officers to interact with armed CITIZENS, rightly known as
their employers. The thing about guns is simple. MOST people are NOT inclined to use their
guns against anyone, EVEN IF they are approached by the police during an arrestable
event. Such was the case with this 14 year old who was running AWAY from the police
officer when he was shot in the BACK.
Everyone KNOWS that this shooting was BAD. Forget about what ANY "law" says on this
matter. Everyone KNOWS that shooting a NON-THREATENING person is NEVER justified.
The apologist (retired police sergeant) said: "this is a situation that unfortunately the
officer is going to have to live with forever."
Here is a basic fact. Someone is ALWAYS going to pay a price when the UNQUALIFIED,
poorly trained police interact with the public. When that cop is faced with a difficult situation,
his/her POOR DECISION MAKING abilities are going to CAUSE OTHER PEOPLE to pay
the price. INCOMPETENCE is like that. What better way to destroy America from the
INSIDE, than to hire UNQUALIFIED, incompetent, poorly trained cops who are
MURDERING people around the country WITHOUT a single police chief or sheriff standing
up in defense of the American People in cases like this one?
This shooting is BAD, plain and simple, BUT the Monolithic and Ruthless Conspiracy
never stops. That's not just me saying that. President JFK said almost the same thing as I
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showed you in HEROIC Officer Frederick Dominguez + JFK's Monolithic and Ruthless
Conspiracy Speech

Here is video of the Tempe police chief trying to spin this shooting. She FAILS miserably.

NOW: Update from Tempe PD on 14-year-old suspect shot and killed by police
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLQLES2KiBc
or

http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/now-update-from-tempe-pd-on14-year-old-suspect-shot-and-killed-by-policemp4-109054

ABC15 Arizona
Streamed live on Jan 18, 2019
LIVE: Update from Tempe PD on 14-year-old suspect shot and killed by police
At the start of the video, we have Sgt. Ronald Elcock, MEDIA relations unit of the Tempe
Police Dept.
Media Relations = PROPAGANDA.
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Google these words: father of media relations
The first hit is for Edward Bernays https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Bernays
"Edward Louis Bernays (German: November 22, 1891 − March 9, 1995) was an AustrianAmerican pioneer in the field of public relations and propaganda, referred to in his
obituary as "the father of public relations".
Sigmund Freud is listed as his uncle.
In other words, Bernays and Freud were BIG players in Satan's New World Order.
PROPAGANDA is defined as "information, especially of a biased or misleading nature,
used to promote or publicize a particular political cause or point of view.
Sgt. Elcock's job with the Tempe Police Dept is to MISLEAD the public. He is a SPIN
DOCTOR.
Sgt. Elcock is telling the media and the viewing audience that we are ONLY here to listen to
the New World Order police chief's STORY about this shooting. She will LIE to us, as ALL
police chiefs and sheriffs do, and there will be NO questions. This New World Order police
chief EXPECTS the media to PARROT whatever she says and SELL it to the public.

The police chief wastes NO time in using FLAMBOYANT descriptors in her narrative of this
shooting.
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1. At the 1:28 mark, she tells us that this event was "due to a rapidly evolving incident
with a Tempe police officer". The chief is already spinning a yarn, but it gets better when she
says "I stand before you to be fully transparent, responsive, and honest about this very
tragic event".
"Rapidly evolving incident"????
There was nothing "rapidly evolving" in this incident. The officer casually got out of his car,
slowly walked to a trash container where he patiently watched the 14 year old moving
around in the pickup truck. When the 14 year old stepped out, the officer said "Hey". The
officer said nothing about who he was or anything else. Just "Hey". How concerned could
that officer be for his own safety when the only thing he said was a casual "hey"?
When the 14 year old ran away, THEN the officer was yelling for him to show him his hands.
The officer was in POTENTIALLY GREATER danger when the 14 year old was standing
behind the passenger door. IF there would have been a gunfight, the 14 year old was in a
SUPERIOR location compared to the officer, BUT the officer just casually said "hey". The 14
year old gave up his advantage, IF he wanted to harm the officer, when he left the cover of
the vehicle and ran away from the officer. The farther he ran, the LESS threat he posed to
the officer IF he wanted to harm the officer. THAT, right there, should have been enough for
ANY officer to correctly determine that the fleeing 14 year old was NOT a threat to him.
This Tempe police chief is a LIAR, as ALL police chiefs and sheriffs are LIARS. She is NOT
"fully transparent, responsive, and honest" She is the exact opposite of those things.
2. At the 5:49 mark, she says "this was a rapidly" (pause to look down at her KEY notes as
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she mentally searched to finally say what she already said) "this was a rapidly evolving
situation".
Did you get that? She could NOT even remember her KEY point, without looking at her
notes.
This is her KEY point. "This was a rapidly evolving situation".
It's absolutely imperative that she CON_vince everyone that this officer was under
EXTREME pressure by "this rapidly evolving situation". IF people realize just how
SLOW all of this really happened, her argument will look like the FEEBLE position that it is.
This shooting was BAD. It was COLD BLOODED MURDER. PERIOD.

3. At the 5:54 mark, she says "the firearm found on the suspect, as depicted in the photos,
was a replica model 1911 Airsoft gun. We learned that the suspect had just stolen that
FIREARM from the truck he was in when the officer arrived. The suspect was also found in
possession of other items that he had stolen from that truck."
There is serious doubt this reported "firearm" was stolen. The pickup truck owner disputes
that claim as I will show you in another video.
4. At the 7:51 mark, she says "I urge everyone to withhold judgment until the criminal and
adminstrative investigations are concluded."
WHY didn't the officer "withhold judgment" before shooting the fleeing 14 year old in the
back? EVEN IF the 14 year old had a REAL gun, he was NOT a threat to that officer AND
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there was nothing to indicate that he was a threat to anyone else.

Did Tempe officer violate use of force policy?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLk-_AJ-OiQ#
or

http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/did-tempe-officer-violate-use-offorce-policymp4-109056

ABC15 Arizona
Published on Jan 22, 2019
This video starts off with the "news" anchor saying that Tempe Police Dept is changing their
story about this shooting of the 14 year old. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT. Pay attention as
the officer describes a 2nd suspect involved in the burglary of the pickup truck. Now the
Tempe Police Dept is saying that there NEVER was a 2nd suspect.
After we are told that there was NO 2nd suspect, then we get a look at the Tempe Police
Dept "Use of Force" policy.
1. "If practical, any use of force should be proceeded by a verbal warning that force will be
used if the suspect does not comply."
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The Tempe officer never gives any warning before shooting the 14 year old.
2. "Deadly force will only be used when an officer reasonable believes it necessary to
defend themselves or another person from what an officer reasonably believes to be the use
of, or imminent use of, deadly physical force."
The fleeing 14 year old was NOT a threat to anyone.
3. "To affect the arrest or prevent the escape from custody of a person who an officer
reasonably believes has committed a felony involving the use or threatened use of deadly
force and there is an imminent and great risk that person will cause death or serious injury if
apprehension is delayed."
The fleeing 14 year old was not a threat to anyone.

At the 2:30 mark, we are told that the investigation will center on why the officer thought
there was a 2nd suspect

SUMMARY (so far)

We have the Tempe officer casually exiting his police vehicle and slowly walking to a plastic
trash container. There is NO indication of any concern on the officer's part until he pulls his
service pistol while the 14 year old is still in the pickup truck. As the 14 year old exits the
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passenger door, the officer casually says "Hey" and nothing more. The 14 year old runs
away and the Tempe officer runs to the rear of that truck while yelling for the fleeing 14 year
old to show his hands.
THAT IS A KEY POINT.
The initial report from Tempe Police Dept dispatch is that there are TWO suspects. We only
see the fleeing 14 year old. The Tempe officer SAYS that the fleeing 14 year old HAS a
handgun. We can't see the handgun, but he SAYS the fleeing 14 year old does have a gun.
Now think about that.
IF you know that there are supposed to be TWO suspects and the FLEEING suspect is
armed with a gun, WHY is that Tempe officer NOT SLOWLY approaching the pickup truck
where the 2nd suspect might ALSO have a handgun? Why does the Tempe officer run
passed the truck and then start shooting at the fleeing suspect WHEN there might be
ANOTHER armed suspect in the truck. The FLEEING 14 year old is NO threat, BUT
someone in that pickup certainly could be a threat and YET the Tempe officer DOES
NOTHING to protect himself from that possibility.
In the 1st video, Tempe PD released radio traffic of Arce officer-involved shooting, the
Tempe officer says:
8. At the 1:42 mark, Officer Jaen says "the vehicle still in the alley with ONE SUBJECT IN
IT"
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So the Tempe officer is clearly saying that he SAW a 2nd suspect IN the pickup truck, BUT
he NEVER thought that the 2nd suspect posed any threat to him?
Ha ha ha................ I think his story is laughable. I never knew ANY cop who was stupid
enough to run passed a vehicle with a suspect inside it, WHEN he already "KNOWS" that
the other suspect has a gun.
I'm NOT going to tell you that this "shooting" is ANOTHER HOAX, but for me, it's a VERY
BADLY PERFORMED HOAX.
Absolutely NOTHING that we have been shown / told rings true.
From the article HEROIC Officer Frederick Dominguez + JFK's Monolithic and Ruthless
Conspiracy Speech
"FAKE police shootings and FAKE "mass shootings" and FAKE "terror attacks" are
happening around the country and NONE of the Governors / County Supervisors / Mayors /
City Councils / Police Chiefs / Sheriffs are EXPOSING ANY of them.
Sandy Hook school shooting was FAKE.
Ferguson police shooting / riots were FAKE.
Boston Marathon bombing was FAKE.
Parkland school shooting was FAKE.
The Las Vegas massacre was FAKE.
The POLICE were involved in ALL of those FAKE events. The FBI was involved in Boston.
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This video is linked near the top of the home page. Watch the video.
False Flags on Five Fronts
https://www.bitchute.com/video/3UmCujBY62IU/
None of the government "leaders" told the American People the TRUTH about any of those
events.
Monolithic and Ruthless Conspiracy = government AGAINST the American People.
ALWAYS."

Some people might not know where Tempe, Arizona is located. It's in the Phoenix metro
area and this is what I said about the OUTLAW police agencies in that area in the
Monolithic and Ruthless Conspiracy article.
"The entire Phoenix area seems to be a giant den of POLICE CORRUPTION. Phoenix PD is
shooting people at a record rate. Mesa PD has at least 6 THUGS who are just fine with
beating non-threatening people. Scottsdale PD has NO problem submitting a SHAM
"investigation" exonerating those 6 THUGS from Mesa PD. The Maricopa County Attorney's
Office has NO problem colluding with these OUTLAW police agencies WHILE never telling
the People of Arizona that the ENTIRE legal system is a FRAUD.
Now that the USA Supreme Court has admitted that the USA CONSTITUTION IS GONE,
WHAT is the basis for ANY of the COURTS existing? They are NOT basing the "LAWS" on
the Constitution, so WHAT GIVES THEM ANY AUTHORITY over the American People?
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The answer is simple. The courts, the police, the lawyers have NO legitimate standing.
NONE
The ENTIRE USA GOVERNMENT IS BASED ON FRAUD AND DECEPTION AND FORCE.
America is RULED by FORCE, NOT CONSENT."

Again........... I am STRONGLY suggesting that you read ALL of the articles that I wrote
starting with Kiss Your Illusions Goodbye and afterward. Some of the things I say in
newer articles might appear to be wrong or outrageous, but it will all make sense to you if
you read those articles in chronological order.
I assure you, the USA government / Arizona State government / local sheriff and police
agencies are ALL reading my articles and they quake. I see government goons driving by
my house on a regular basis to keep me under surveillance because of the things I say. The
goons might not understand what they are participating in, but Satan's New World Order
controllers certainly know why they have the goons watching me. In fact, this man just
CONFIRMED what I just told you.
HPOU President Gamaldi: 'We are sick and tired of having targets on our back'
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPhA38h7Sv0
or
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http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/-9/hpou-president-gamaldi-we-aresick-and-tired-of-having-targets-on-our-backmp4-109055

KHOU 11
Published on Jan 28, 2019
Houston Police Officers' Union President Joe Gamaldi was passionate in speaking to
the media after five officers were shot, saying, in part, "We're sick and tired of having targets
on our back."
Mr. Gamaldi starts off calm and reasonable, but that doesn't last long. He starts ranting and
during his rant, he gets to the point where he is talking about ME. Has he been reading my
articles too? I think he has and it's very upsetting to him that I am telling everyone the
things that EVERY COP SHOULD BE TELLING everyone.
At the 0:47 mark he says "If you're the ones out there spreading the rhetoric that the
police officers are the enemy, well just know that we all got your number now. We're going
to be keeping track of all you all, and we're going to make sure that we hold you
accountable everytime you stir the pot on our police officers. We've had enough folks."
Like I said........ Satan's New World Order is reading my articles and they are quaking. Mr.
Gamaldi seems like he has the ability to figure things out, so why isn't he? EVERY police
officer should know MORE about what they are being told by their New World Order police
chiefs and sheriffs than I know. I've been retired for 20 years now and YET I'm telling
EVERYONE the things that EVERY police officer should KNOW and should be warning the
American People about.
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Why aren't you SERVING the American People, Mr. Gamaldi?
Why aren't you SERVING your fellow police officers by telling them the truth?
You seem upset because of a police shooting in your area. I have not looked into this
Houston shooting (I've been busy). I don't know if this shooting ACTUALLY happened or if
it's another HOAX where the POLICE are active participants in DESTROYING America,
while claiming that they are victims.
Here's an idea. IF you VALUE YOUR life, and the lives of your fellow police officers,
why don't YOU and your fellow officers STOP THREATENING the lives of the
American People?
BE THE PEACE OFFICERS YOU SWORE TO BE.
While you're at it, why don't you explain what gives YOU, or ANY police officer, ANY
authority over the American People? The USA Supreme Court told everyone that the US
Constitution is gone, so what gives YOU any authority?
You have NO authority, Mr. Gamaldi. NONE. All you have is force.
This is a teachable moment for you, Mr. Gamaldi.
Will you learn? Will you SERVE the American People?
The American People are not your enemy. WE ARE YOUR EMPLOYERS. Instead of
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SERVING US, you are helping to DESTROY America. Don't expect any of us to thank you
for that. Quite the contrary.

This is the end of part 1. Part 2 is coming soon.
As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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